
בס"ד 
 

1. In which year did the world begin to change and a revolution begin? ___________________

2. Why did they rebel against their kings? ___________________________________________

3. What does equal rights mean? 

__________________________________________________
4. Who was at the head of the revolution in France? 

___________________________________

5. What did he plan to do with the world? __________________________________________

6. What was his promise to the citizens of the world? __________________________________

7. How did the czar of Russia treat the Yidden? 
_______________________________________

8. What did the czar not allow the Yidden to own? ___________________________________

9. What did this czar charge the Yidden? 

____________________________________________

10. Why did the Alter Rebbe not like Napoleon? 

_______________________________________

11. How did the Alter Rebbe plan to humble Napoleon? ________________________________

12. What was revealed to Alter Rebbe on the first day of Rosh Hashono? 

______________________________________________________________

13. Who did the Alter Rebbe want should win the war? 
_________________________________

14. What did the other Tzadikim believe?

_____________________________________________

15. What caused the histalkus of the Alter Rebbe? 

______________________________________
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16. On which day of the Hebrew calendar was Napoleon defeated in Russia? 
_______________

17. On which Hebrew date in 1812 did Napoleon
cross the borders of Poland into Kovna and Vilna? __________________________________

18. How many soldiers did Napoleon cross the border with? ____________________________

19. What was fascinating about the amount of soldiers he had? 

___________________________

20. How many soldiers did the Russian army have? 

_____________________________________
 
 21. When the Alter Rebbe crossed into Poland,
what was he preparing to do with his family? ______________________________________

22. Was he happy to do this plan? 

__________________________________________________

23. Why? 

______________________________________________________________________

24. At that point, what did the Alter Rebbe ask his chasidim to begin singing? 

___________________________________________________________

25. What was significant about that song? 

____________________________________________

26. What was the Alter Rebbe's plan by singing that song? 

_______________________________

27. When is that song traditionally sung? 

______________________________________________

28. What did the Alter Rebbe decide to do in reference to the Jewish communities at
that point? __________________________________________________________________

29. What was the point of the letter? 

________________________________________________
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30. Who did the Alter Rebbe secretly instruct to spy on Napoleon's army? 

__________________

31. What was his son's name? 

______________________________________________________

32. Why did he choose this son to be the spy? 

________________________________________

33. To which city did the Alter Rebbe send his son? 

____________________________________

34. Who offered to become a spy? ________________________________________________

35. What was his connection to the Alter Rebbe? 

______________________________________

36. What was one of his decisions to become a spy? 

___________________________________

37. Who became a double agent? 

__________________________________________________

38. In which city did the French score their first victory? 

_________________________________

39. What was their victory? _____________________________________________

40. What was the French army's next plan? 

____________________________________________

41. Why did it fail? 

_______________________________________________________________

42. Who walked in, while Reb Moishe Meisles was looking over the French plans? 

________________________�3
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43. Was he expecting Napoleon to walk in? 

__________________________________________

44. Was he nervous? 

_____________________________________________________________

45. What did Napoleon do to him? 

_________________________________________________

46. Was he able to control himself? 

_________________________________________________

47. How was he able to control that? 

_______________________________________________

48. Who did he repeat that lesson over to at a later farbrengen? 

__________________________

49. In recognition to Reb Moishe Meisles' dedication to saving Russia, what did the
czar allow him to do? _________________________________________________________

50. Did he ever utilize that privilege? 

________________________________________________

51. For what reason? 

_____________________________________________________________

52. Who was captured as a spy? 

___________________________________________________

53. Did anything happen to him? 

___________________________________________________

54. Why? 
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______________________________________________________________________

55. On which Hebrew date was the enemy on its way to Minsk? 

__________________________

56. To whom did the Alter Rebbe send a
message in connection to Napoleon's advance? ____________________________________

57. Where was general Elianov stationed? 

____________________________________________

58. Whose house did he stay in? 

___________________________________________________ 

59. For how long? 

_______________________________________________________________

60. In his conversation with the Alter Rebbe, what did he notice? 

_________________________

61. Who did the Alter Rebbe consider to be a magician? 

________________________________

62. Why was the Alter Rebbe
concerned that he was a magician? ______________________________________________

63. Did the Alter Rebbe want to live even one day under Napoleon's rule? 

__________________

64. Why did the Alter Rebbe decide to travel to Krasna? 

________________________________

65. On which Hebrew date did the French army reach the city of Krasna? 

___________________

66. How many soldiers did the French army have in Krasna? 

______________________________
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67. How many soldiers did the Russian army have? 

_____________________________________

68. Who personally came to visit the Alter Rebbe? 

_____________________________________

69. What was his message to the Alter Rebbe? 

________________________________________

70. How did his family take the news? 

_______________________________________________

71. Did the Alter Rebbe follow the general's advice? 

____________________________________

72. How many wagons did the Alter Rebbe travel with? 

_________________________________

73. How many family members did he travel with? 

_____________________________________

74. How many chasidim and their families traveled with him? 

_____________________________

75. Did anybody else come with him not on the wagons? _______________________________

76. How did they travel? 

__________________________________________________________

77. What did the czar send to the Alter Rebbe and his family to protect them with? 

______________________________________________

78. Why did he do that? 

_________________________________________________________
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79. What were the strict orders given to the soldiers to do? 

______________________________

80. What is the name of the river that the Alter Rebbe
wanted to across as soon as possible? ___________________________________________

81. In the excitement of the rush what happened to
one of the great-grandchildren of the Alter Rebbe?__________________________________

82. How far away did they find him? 

________________________________________________

83. How old was he? 

____________________________________________________________

84. After traveling 2 miles, what did the
Alter Rebbe ask the soldiers to do? ______________________________________________

85. Why did the Alter Rebbe want
to go back to the city of Liadi? __________________________________________________

86. When he came to his house,
what did he ask the soldiers to do? ______________________________________________

87. Did they find anything? 

________________________________________________________

88. Which three things did they find? 

________________________________________________

89. What did the Alter Rebbe tell them to
do with the three things they found? _____________________________________________

90. Which two things did he command one of his chasidim to do when he was
outside his house? ___________________________________________________________

91. Why did he want his house to be burned down? ___________________________________

92. What did he say when he turned to the citizens of Liadi? 
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_____________________________

93. When Napoleon arrived in the city of Liadi,
 what did he demand of the citizens? ____________________________________________

94. Did they show him it? 

_________________________________________________________

95. What did he find there? 

_______________________________________________________ 

96. What did he command his soldiers to do at that point? ______________________________

97. When he found nothing left what did
he command the citizens of Liadi to do? __________________________________________

98. Did he offer a reward? 

________________________________________________________

99. What was his warning to them? 

__________________________________________________

100. Did they bring him anything? 

____________________________________________________

101. What happened in the city of Krasna
as soon as the Alter Rebbe left it? ________________________________________________

102. What was the Alter Rebbe's Ruach hakodesh on Chai Elul? 

____________________________

103. Which number was the Alter Rebbe's wagon
in the procession of the traveling carriages? ________________________________________

104. Who was in the first wagon? 

____________________________________________________
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105. What was his job? 

____________________________________________________________

106. What would the Alter Rebbe do at every crossroad? 

________________________________

107. What was the grave mistake that
happened at one of the crossroads? _____________________________________________

108. Was the Alter Rebbe happy about that? 

___________________________________________

109. What was the famous saying the Alter Rebbe said to his grandson?

___________________________________________________________________________

110. Did his grandson ever forgive himself for that grave mistake?

___________________________

111. How did the heavenly court decide who would win the war? _________________________

112. Who blew it first? 

____________________________________________________________

113. How did the Alter Rebbe plan to do that? 

_________________________________________ 

114. What was the name of the maggid who wanted Napoleon to win? 

_____________________

115. When did he realize that the Alter Rebbe had won? 

_________________________________

116. When the Alter Rebbe Blew his shofar, what was going on in the city of Mazaisk
Borodino? __________________________________________________________________\
117. On Rosh Hashanah, what did the Alter Rebbe tell his family at his Seuda?

___________________________________________________________________________
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118. What did the Alter Rebbe tell his grandson the Tzemach Tzedek that about his
concern in reference to white Russia? ____________________________________________

119. Was he in pain about it? 

_______________________________________________________

120. Who was wearing Tefillin in the story?

_____________________________________________

121. What did the Alter Rebbe guarantee on his very life? 

_________________________________

122. Who will not allow Napoleon's army to stay in Russia? 

________________________________

123. Who gave birth to a son? 

______________________________________________________

124. What was the baby's relationship to the Alter Rebbe? 

________________________________

125. What was the boy's mother's name? 

______________________________________________

126. Which city was he born in? 

_____________________________________________________

127. Who fasted on Yud Tes Kislev

_______________________________________________________ ?

128. Why did the Alter Rebbe fast on that day? 

_________________________________________

129. Why was the Alter Rebbe concerned about the fleeing French army?

___________________________________________________________________________
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130. On what date did the Alter Rebbe get the news
that Napoleons army suffered a crushing defeat? ____________________________________ 

131. On which day did the Alter Rebbe finally reach the city of Piena? 

_______________________

132. How many hundreds of miles had they already traveled? 

_____________________________

133. At the villages on their Journey, did the goyim treat them nicely? 

_______________________

134. Which miracle happened at one of the inns they stopped by? 

___________________________________________________________________________

135. What did the innkeeper decide to do with the room that the Alter Rebbe stayed in?

___________________________________________________________________________
136. What was the exception the innkeeper allowed for someone to use that room? 

___________________________________________________________________________

137. As soon as the Alter Rebbe arrived in the city of Pienna, what did he do during the
next 10 days? _______________________________________________________________

138. How many cities did he decide to send chasidim to? 

________________________________

139. What were the three jobs assigned for them to do? 

_________________________________

140. What date did the Alter Rebbe fall ill? 

_____________________________________________

141. At that point, who did he call into his room? 

_______________________________________
142. What did he give him? 

_________________________________________________________
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143. Years later, what was that letter used for? 

__________________________________________

144. How many years later did that happen? 

___________________________________________

145. What was the question of the Alter Rebbe to his grandson concerning the beams on
the ceiling? _________________________________________________________________

146. What did the Tzemach Tzedek answer? 

__________________________________________ 

147. What did the Alter Rebbe see in the beams? 

_______________________________________

148. Was the Alter Rebbe clear minded on the day of his passing? 

_________________________

149. What was the last thing the Alter Rebbe did in this world? 

____________________________

150. On motzoi shabbos of which parsha was the Alter Rebbe's histalkus (passing)? 

___________

151. At approximately what time was it? 

______________________________________________

152. Why could they not bury the Alter Rebbe in Pienna? 

_________________________________

153. What was the problem traveling with deceased bodies in those days? 

________________________________________________________

154. How many people ended up traveling with the Alter Rebbe? 

_________________________
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155. Which city did they decide to bury him in? 

________________________________________

156. What was the deciding factor to bury him there?

____________________________________

157. Was the Alter Rebbe always guarded by at least one yid? 

_____________________________

158. What happened to the Alter Rebbe's carriage when he stopped off at one of the inns? 

 __________________________________________________________________________

159. Why did that happen to it? 

_____________________________________________________

160. What was the miracle that happened at one of the checkpoints? 

___________________________________________________________________________

161. Who might have been that surprise horseman? 

_____________________________________

162. How do we commemorate the histalkus of the Alter Rebbe? 

_________________________________________________ 
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